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Teaching the African Novel

GAURAV DESAI, ed.

“This is an important book, one that is going to become an indispensable theoretical and practical guide for teachers of the African novel and indeed of African literature in general.”
—Simon Gikandi, Princeton University

What is the African novel, and how should it be taught? The twenty-three essays of this volume address these two questions and in the process convey a wealth of information and ideas about the diverse regions, peoples, nations, languages, and writers of the African continent.

vii & 427 pp.
Cloth 978-1-60329-037-1 $40.00
Paper 978-1-60329-038-8 $22.00

Related Works

Approaches to Teaching Achebe’s Things Fall Apart
Bernth Lindfors, ed.

A classic in African literature.
x & 145 pp. 6 x 9 Paper 978-0-87352-548-0 $19.75
New editions of MLA’s standard guides for graduate students, scholars, and professional writers


Widely adopted by universities, colleges, and secondary schools, the *MLA Handbook* gives step-by-step advice on every aspect of writing research papers, from selecting a topic to submitting the completed paper.


New to this edition, this innovative Web site provides
- the full text of the print volume of the *MLA Handbook*
- searching of the entire site, including the full text of the *MLA Handbook*
- several research project narratives, with sample papers, illustrating the steps successful students take in researching and writing papers
- over two hundred additional examples
- continuous access throughout the life of the seventh edition of the *MLA Handbook*

“A standard guide for scholarly style.”
—Library Journal

The third edition of the *MLA Style Manual* offers complete, up-to-date guidance on writing scholarly texts, documenting research sources, submitting manuscripts to publishers, and dealing with legal issues surrounding publication.

New in the third edition
- a significant revision of MLA documentation style
- simplified citation formats for electronic sources
- guidelines on preparing electronic files
- detailed advice on the review process used by scholarly journals and presses
- a fully updated chapter on copyright, fair use, contracts, and other legal issues
- discussion of the electronic submission of a dissertation

Phone orders 646 576-5161  Fax 646 576-5160  www.mla.org
By her own account, Virginia Woolf “never went to school or college,” educating herself by reading freely in her father’s extensive library. But newly-discovered documents in the archives of King’s College London tell a different story. In “‘Tilting at Universities’: Woolf at King’s College London,” Christine Kenyon Jones and Anna Snaith reproduce, for the first time, the enrolment lists, course descriptions, and examination pass lists relating to Virginia and her sister Vanessa’s studies at King’s College between 1897 and 1901.

**Plus:**

**Bette London** on the culture of memorialization and *A Room of One’s Own*;
**Janice L. Stewart** on Woolf, Freud, and Leslie Stephen;
**James F. Wurtz** on *To the Lighthouse* and the Empire;
**Monica J. Miller** on Woolf’s servant characters;
**M-C Newbould** on Woolf’s un-Victorian Sterne; and
**Nicky Platt** on *Pointz Hall*’s debt to Freud.

This volume also includes an updated Guide to Library Special Collections, and 15 reviews of new work in Woolf studies and modernism.

ISSN: 1080-9317

*Woolf Studies Annual* 16 (2010) and many other Woolf titles can be ordered directly from Pace University Press at www.pace.edu/press